Who: do as we say, not as we do...

One of the major functions of the World Health Organization (WHO) is the preparation and promotion of clinical practice guidelines and health policy recommendations, with the aim of improving healthcare globally. WHO is often considered the ultimate authority when it comes to healthcare issues (1).

Who does not apply its own guidelines. Unfortunately, WHO falls short of its reputation. For example, WHO guidelines on arterial hypertension had to be revised after being harshly criticised on the basis of sound arguments (2). Similarly, in the face of criticism, WHO had to revise the entire procedure by which it updates its essential drugs list, in order to make its methodology more rigorous and transparent (3,4).

These weaknesses are not isolated exceptions in what is otherwise a globally reliable system: on the contrary, an in-depth survey shows that most guidelines issued by WHO do not meet contemporary quality criteria for the development of treatment guidelines (5).

An in-depth survey. A team of specialists in the quality of healthcare guidelines examined whether WHO applied good practice guidelines, currently considered essential, when preparing its recommendations, especially in terms of the transparency of the methods used, and the use of systematic reviews of available data weighed by the level of evidence. Officially, WHO adopted this approach in 2003 (6).

Between September 2003 and February 2004 the authors of the survey interviewed 21 directors (or deputy directors) of 16 WHO departments that produce guidelines, and conducted a detailed analysis of four reports containing important WHO therapeutic guidelines, on antiretroviral drugs, tuberculosis, malaria and children’s health (5).

The results are shocking. At the time the interviews were conducted, almost none of the directors had applied (or even intended to apply) WHO’s own rules, and some saw no reason for doing so. They appeared to ignore the concept of evidence-based medicine. Instead they relied on expert opinion, which is known to be unreliable because of lack of transparency in the selection of experts, weakness in the rationale provided for recommendations, and potential conflicts of interest (involving corporate pressure groups or private interests) (a)(5).

All this seriously undermines WHO’s reputation and questions the reliability of its publications. WHO has officially recognized these mistakes and has promised to do better in future (1).

---

a- The exclusive use of experts is ironically referred to as the “GOBSAT” method (“good old boys sat around a table”) (ref. 7).
Potential bias and outside influences. There are many advantages to the use of systematic reviews to produce clinical guidelines: in particular, this approach reduces the likelihood of guidelines being affected by various types of methodological bias. Other teams can also reproduce and verify guideline development (5). The risk of bias due to experts’ conflicts of interest is also limited (7).

Some WHO department directors said they were aware of flaws in their guidelines, citing a lack of resources and time. However, the authors of the survey concluded that WHO could make better use of existing resources by adopting proper working methods. They also highlighted the fact that this United Nations organisation is heavily reliant on external funding, over and above Member States’ required contributions (5).

This WHO dependence on external funding, sometimes from private sources, has increased in recent years and amounted to 72.4% in 2006-2007 (8). Some WHO activities unfortunately depend almost exclusively on external funding (b). Worse yet, WHO allows staff members to be paid directly by external sponsors such as drug companies (9,10).

One pet project of recent WHO directors has been to promote public-private partnerships in an attempt to help solve global health problems. Yet this simply aggravates the consequences of not using systematic and transparent procedures to develop recommendations.

Restoring WHO credibility. As WHO directors are now promising, it is time for the Organization to strengthen its credibility in the field of practice guidelines, especially as poor countries often depend on them (1).

This will require the implementation of good guidelines for practice in the development of recommendations. It will also mean reducing WHO’s financial dependence on the private sector, and increasing Member State contributions so that future recommendations are independent of outside influences. Also, all outside experts employed by WHO must declare conflicts of interest.

This survey again reminds healthcare professionals and decision-makers of the dangers of modifying their practices solely on the basis of claims of opinion leaders or other expert advice. It also highlights the fact that a guideline programme can only be credible when it uses explicit, transparent and systematic working procedures (11).

We hope the results of this survey will serve as encouragement to all WHO personnel who are seeking to ensure that their organization fulfills its global health mission.